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DESIGNATED CONTACT: Vendor appoints the individual identified in this Section as the 
Contract Administrator and the initial point of contact for matters relating to this Contract. 

(Printed Name and Title) ____ ______________ _ 

(Address) ______________________ _ 

(Phone Number)/ (Fax Number) _______________ _ 

( email address) 

CERTIFICATION AND SIGNATURE: By signing below, or submitting documentation 
through wvOASIS, I certify that: I have reviewed this Solicitation/Contract in its entirety; that I 
understand the requirements, terms and conditions, and other information contained herein; that 
this bid, offer or proposal constitutes an offer to the State that cannot be unilaterally withdrawn; 
that the product or service proposed meets the mandatory requirements contained in the 
Solicitation/Contract for that product or service, unless otherwise stated herein; that the Vendor 
accepts the terms and conditions contained in the Solicitation, unless otherwise stated herein; that 
I am submitting this bid, off er or proposal for review and consideration; that this bid or offer was 
made without prior understanding, agreement, or connection with any entity submitting a bid or 
offer for the same material, supplies, equipment or services; that this bid or off er is in all respects 
fair and without collusion or fraud; that this Contract is accepted or entered into without any prior 
understanding, agreement, or connection to any other entity that could be considered a violation of 
law; that I am authorized by the Vendor to execute and submit this bid, offer, or proposal, or any 
documents related thereto on Vendor's behalf; that I am authorized to bind the vendor in a 
contractual relationship; and that to the best of my know ledge, the vendor has properly registered 
with any State agency that may require registration. 

Bv signing below. I further certify that I understand this Contract is subiect to the 
provisions of West Virginia Code§ 5A-3-62. which automatically voids certain contract 
clauses that violate State law,· and that pursuant to W Va. Code 5A-3-63. the entifl 

entering into this contract is prohibited from engaging in a bOl cott against Israel. 

(Company) 

(Signature of Authorized Representative) 

(Printed Name and Title of Authorized Representative) (Date) 

(Phone Number) (Fax Number) 

(Email Address) 

Revised 8/24/2023 

Jay Colavia - President

1602 Village Market Blvd, Suite 320, Leesburg, VA 20175

571-707-4130

Jay@vertosoft.com

Vertosoft, LLC

Jay Colavita, President

571-707-4130

Jay@vertosoft.com
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Diligent Corporation  
111 West 33rd Street,16th Floor 

New York, NY 10120  
 

November 1st, 2022 
 
West Virginia Department of Transportation 
Building 5 
1900 Kanawha Blvd E 
Charleston, WV 25305 
Attn: John Estep 
 
RE: Proposal for Audit Software to West Virginia DOT 
 
 
Dear John and the WVDOT evaluation team, 
 
 
We understand that selecting an Audit Management tool that meets your needs can be 
a daunting task. We are excited to participate in this evaluation for audit software and 
hope to demonstrate via this proposal how Diligent can create a long-standing 
partnership which aligns with WVDOT’s goals. 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to participate in this evaluation. If you have any questions 
don’t hesitate to contact me or my team. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Martina Carstairs 
Regional Sales Director 
mcarstairs@diligent.com 
604-783-7925 

 
 
  

mailto:jvanrooyen@diligent.com
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Executive Summary  
With over 30 years of experience providing Audit solutions to 
governments, Diligent’s industry leading software allows 
customers to unlock their potential and have greater efficiency 
and insight of their audit function. 

 
Diligent builds award-winning, cloud-based Audit, Risk and Compliance software to drive 
change in some of North America’s largest government organizations. We are on a 
mission to unite and strengthen individuals and entire organizations through our 
integrated HighBond software platform. With more than 25,000 customer organizations 
in 130 countries and over 700 government customers in North America, Diligent works 
to support agencies at any stage in their maturity journey. Whether these professionals 
are managing audits, assessing risk, measuring controls, monitoring compliance, or 
testing data, HighBond manages, organizes, and automates the audit workflow.  

 

Diligent will partner with WVDOT to help drive efficiency and program maturity across 
the Audit function. WVDOT can expect to achieve the following positive business 
outcomes: increased efficiency, greater visibility, assurance and confidence to 
leadership, and an increased scope and quality of audits/risk assessments.  
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Diligent Facts 
Diligent has brought together a wide range of products from ACL, Galvanize 
and Steele to provide an end-to-end modern governance approach. We are 
recognized as a leader in many analyst reports, including: 

 

 

 

akes Us Different 

 

 

What Makes Us Different  

There are many solutions in the market today and choosing a vendor that 
fits your needs is extremely important. Here are a few reasons that make 

us a unique vendor: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   
     

   
     

 

  
     

    
   

   
   

  

  
 

Integrated 
Analytics 

 

FedRAMP / IL5 
Hosting 

Audit Domain 
Expertise 

Unified Platform 

 

 

Robust Reporting 
Capabilities 
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The HighBond Platform  
HighBond by Diligent is designed to streamline your audit, risk and compliance 
activities. Easily oversee grants, manage internal controls, monitor program 
performance, and protect taxpayer funds and data in a single platform.  
 
More than 700 local and state/provincial governments worldwide have turned to 
Diligent to address their governance, risk, and compliance challenges. Explore some of 
the ways our platform can help make your job easier. 

 
 

 

Common Government Use Cases:  

• Audit Workpaper Management  
• Program Oversight  
• Contracts Oversight 
• Whistle Blower Hotline 
• Automated Control Monitoring 
• Enterprise Risk Management  
• Improper Payments 
• Grants Oversight 
• Fraud Investigations 
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Account Team 
Your Diligent account team has an extensive audit, risk, technical and domain 
knowledge and will be able to support you at every step of your evaluation, 
implemenation and beyond.  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Martina Carstairs | Regional Sales Director 

• 4 years in public sector tech sales  
• Manage and support Diligent’s southeast 

government customers  
• Extensive Government procurement experience  

Christy Fong | Solutions Engineer 

• 6 Years of IT Project Management experience 
• Responsible for demonstrations and 

customizations of HighBond 
• Detailed public sector knowledge  

Katja Freeman | Principal, Audit, Risk Compliance 

• 10 years at the City and County of Denver, most 
recently held position as the Audit Director 

• 15 years of performance audit, analytics, and policy 
experience   

•  

Geoff Thomasson | Director, Advisory and Consulting 

• 10 years of audit and risk experience  
• KPMG 
• Certified Public Accountant (CPA) 
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Implementation Strategy 
Change can be difficult, and although our platform is intuitive, the nature of our 
customers work can be complex. We provide an integrated learning approach, 
developed by education specialists with decades of experience to engage and enable 
teams. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Implementation Support 

Step 1 Requirements Gathering 

• Planning and oversight 
• Kick-off calls and introductions 
• Mutually acceptable project plan 
• Gather detailed requirements of the 

customer  

Step 2 Prototyping 

• Interview subject matter experts 
• Review requirements  
• Build customized HighBond prototype 

based on customers’ needs  
• Review and validate prototype with key 

stakeholders 

Step 3 Training and Enablement 

• Diligent will develop a robust training 
plan 

• Diligent will execute on training with 
virtual, instructor led courses.  

Step 4 Post Enablement Support 

• Diligent will verify the solution is 
working as intended and make any 
final changes as required 

• Diligent will hand-off to the Customer 
Success team and Client Partner Continuous 
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Because Diligent is a configurable platform and not built completely from the ground up, 
this allows our implementation times to shorten, allowing our customers to be up and 
running within a matter of weeks.  

Experienced Onboarding Team  

We pride ourselves in providing an implementation team that has extensive audit and 
risk backgrounds. Our Diligent customer success teams comprises of our Adoption 
Managers who average 10 years of Audit experience who will be there to ensure you 
have a successful onboarding with HighBond.  

After the initial implementation, we provide a dedicated resource called a Client Partner 
who is there to help execute on your short and long term vision with the platform, 
increase usage and adoption, and provide recommendations from other customers 
they’ve seen in the industry.  

We anticipate that the implementation team to comprise of 3-5 individuals who will 
work with WVDOT’s subject matter experts to ensure you are fully implemented and 
successfully using the platform with an estimated timeline of 8-12 weeks.  

 

 

 

 
Diligent Security 

Geoff Thomasson | Director, Advisory and Consulting 

• 10 years of audit and risk experience  
• KPMG 
• Certified Public Accountant (CPA) 

Jimmy Shapira | Advisory and Consulting Manager 

• 4 years of audit experience  
• Deloitte  
• Extensive customer onboarding experience 

Imad Jebara | VP, Global Customer Operations 

• 13 years of audit and risk experience  
• KPMG 
• Certified Public Accountant (CPA), Masters of Business 

Administration (MBA) 
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At Diligent, we take security seriously, especially for our government 
customers who in many cases manage sensitive data. We are one of the 
only cloud hosted FedRAMP vendors on the market. 

 

 

 

 

 
  

 

Every person, team, and organization using our service expects their data to be secure, 
available, and handled according to strict confidentiality and privacy principles at all 
times—and we understand how important this is. 

We have built our global business on the trust our customers place in our ability to 
safeguard their data and continue to maintain that trust through our security and 
compliance initiatives and culture of continuous improvement. 

Our commitment 

We are committed to providing a robust and secure service that protects our 
customers' data. 

We provide our service to customers, and we also use it ourselves—storing our 
corporate data in our products. We do so knowing that our platform is built upon 
industry-leading security technology, refined principles and practices, and ongoing 
investments in security training, testing, independent audits, expert consulting, and 
advanced tooling. 

We are committed to providing all necessary documentation to make our customers 
comfortable, including our SOC2, ISO27001, Penn Testing, CAIQ, BCP’s and more. 

FAQ: 

• Hosted on AWS 
• SOC 2 provided with a Mutual NDA in place 
• FedRAMP and IL5 authorized  
• Multi-layered security environment following the principles of least privilege 
• Customers have full ownership of user access controls 
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Procurement Options 
We are committed to providing our customers with the smoothest procurement process 
we can. Whether it is submitting an RFP, purchasing directly, or going through a reseller 
we can support a wide range of procurement options.  

In our experience with public sector, procuring through a state-approved contract via a 
reseller makes the procurement process much smoother.  

Diligent solutions can be purchased on the following contracts within West Virginia: 

 

1. Omnia Partners 
a. Insight 

2. TIPS Cooperative 
a. Vertosoft 

3. Sourcewell 
a. SHI 

 

Current Customers 
Diligent has been providing audit, risk compliance solutions to state/local government 
transit customers for over 30 years and works with over 700 government agencies 
across the United states.  
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SPECIFICATIONS 

 

1. PURPOSE AND SCOPE:  The West Virginia Purchasing Division is soliciting bids on 

behalf of the West Virginia Department of Transportation (WVDOT) to purchase Auditing 

Cloud-hosted SaaS to be utilized by the West Virginia Transportation Auditing Division.   

 

2. DEFINITIONS: The terms listed below shall have the meanings assigned to them below.  

Additional definitions can be found in section 2 of the General Terms and Conditions. 
 

2.1. “Contract Item” means the list of items identified in Section 3.1 below and on the 

Pricing Pages.  

 

2.2. “Pricing Pages” means the schedule of prices, estimated order quantity, and totals 

contained in wvOASIS or attached hereto as Exhibit A, and used to evaluate the 

Solicitation responses.  

 

2.3. “SaaS” means Software as a Service 

 

2.4. “Solicitation” means the official notice of an opportunity to supply the State with goods 

or services that is published by the Purchasing Division. 

 

2.5. “Working Papers” means audit documentation is an essential element of audit quality. 

The process of preparing and reviewing audit documentation contributes to the quality of 

an audit. Audit documentation serves to (1) provide the principal support for the audit 

report, (2) aid auditors in conducting and supervising the audit, and (3) allow for the 

review of audit quality” 

 
3. QUALIFICATIONS:  Vendor, or Vendor’s staff if requirements are inherently 

limited to individuals rather than corporate entities, shall have the following 

minimum qualifications: 

 

3.1. Vendor must provide, upon request, documentation showing their experience 

with having successfully completed implementation of an existing Auditing 

Cloud-hosted SaaS with workflows within an organization of similar size and 

complexity or larger than WVDOT. 

 

3.2. Vendor must provide, upon request, proof as an authorized reseller of the 

proposed Auditing Cloud-hosted SaaS or a Sole Source letter if the Cloud-hosted 

SaaS is proprietary to the vendor before contract award. 

 

3.3. Vendor must provide, upon request, proof their proposed solution is ISO 27001 

certified (SOC-2). 
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The information contained in this document is considered confidential and proprietary. It is 

intended for use exclusively between Vertosoft on behalf of Diligent Corporation and West 

Virginia Department of Transportation and/or its subsidiaries and affiliates. It is submitted in 

commercial confidence and is to be used solely for the purpose for which it is furnished. This 

document and all information contained herein shall not be transmitted, reproduced, disclosed or 

used otherwise, in whole or in part, without the expressly written authorization of Diligent 

Corporation. 

“Diligent” and “Diligent Insights” are trademarks of Diligent Corporation, registered in the US 

Patent and Trademark Office. “Diligent Boards,” “Diligent D&O,” “Diligent Entities,” “Diligent 

Evaluations,” “Diligent Messenger,” “Diligent Minutes,” “Diligent Nominations,” and the 

Diligent logo are trademarks of Diligent Corporation. All third-party trademarks are the property 

of their respective owners. PDF technology powered by PDFNet Mobile SDK copyright © 

PDFTron™ Systems Inc., 2001-2016, and distributed by Diligent Corporation under license. All 

rights reserved. © 2022 Diligent Corporation. 
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1.0 General Auditing Cloud-hosted Saas Operating Requirements 

1.1 Cloud-hosted Saas must have the capability to store hundreds of audit files per 

fiscal year. 

HighBond is a Cloud-based solution, and the user can store unlimited number of 

audit files per fiscal year. 

1.2 Cloud-hosted SaaS must have the capability to create and maintain a library of 

findings and create templates by individual client or engagement.   

Yes, Diligent is able to create and maintain a library of findings and create 

templates by individual client or engagement.  

1.3 Cloud-hosted Saas must include a subscription for up to a minimum of twenty-

five (25) users in the audit work papers system concurrently from multiple 

locations, allow for at least one thousand five hundred (1500) audits annually, 

allow at least one hundred (100) automated integration workflows annually, 

allow at least fifty (50) automated integration monitors annually and must 

include unlimited stakeholders. 

Yes, HighBond allows up to a minimum of 25 users access to audit work papers. 

There is no limit to the number of audits and the user can have an unlimited number 

of automated integration workflows  

1.3.1 Cloud-Hosted SaaS must have the ability to add additional core user 

licenses as requested and purchased by the Agency. 

Yes, HighBond allows the user to add an unlimited number of core user 

licenses to the platform  

1.4 Cloud-hosted Saas must have the capability for the client to create work 

papers, audit programs, reports, and templates for use. 

Yes, licensed users can create work papers, audit programs, reports, and templates.  

1.5 Cloud-hosted Saas must filter work papers by client, engagement type, fiscal 

year, or by auditor. 

Yes, HighBond provides filter functionality including by client, engagement type, 

fiscal year, or by the auditor.  

1.6 Cloud-hosted SaaS must support and integrate with agency owned Microsoft 

Office Suite, Google Workspace, Adobe Acrobat Professional and Bluebeam 

Revu (PDF) programs for searching, retrieval and saving of documents. 

Yes, HighBond provides full integration with Microsoft Office Suite and Google 

Workspace. Currently, there is no direct integration with Adobe Acrobat 

Professional and Bluebeam Revu, but we can help to search, retrieve, and save the 

documents by connecting to those platforms and importing the documents to 

HighBond.  
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1.7 Cloud-hosted Saas must be compatible with states Google email system. 

HighBond is compatible and allows the user to send the request and notification to 

the Google email system.  

1.8 Cloud-hosted Saas must have the ability to assign hierarchy of roles for users 

Yes, HighBond provides the user with the ability to assign a hierarchy of roles. The 

system is governed via role-based access. Each user is assigned a role at the time 

of provisioning which defines baseline access. Additional access can be granted on 

an ad hoc basis at the discretion of a user with a higher permission level. 

1.9 Cloud-hosted Saas must have the capability of add/alter client information, 

auditors, approvers, reviewers, and administrative personnel. 

Yes, HighBond provides the capability to add/alter client information, auditors, 

approvers, reviewer, and administrative personnel. These can all be archived 

through the user setting.  

1.10 Cloud-hosted Saas must be able to create assignments to specific users. 

Yes, HighBond allows the user to create and assign assignments to specific users. 

All the assignment progress can also be tracked directly on the platform.  

1.11 Cloud-hosted Saas must have the capability to retrieve prior audit information 

from agency owned Teammate Software. This information would reference 

prior completed set of working papers for a particular entity. 

Yes, Diligent provides the capability to retrieve prior audit information from other 

agencies. During the implementation phase, we will retrieve the information for our 

users, the user also has the ability to add/import files on their own by utilizing our 

importing tool.  

1.12 Cloud-hosted Saas must have the capability to convert past audit work papers 

from agency owned current TEAMMATE software. 

Yes, Diligent provides the ability to convert past audit work papers from agency-

owned current Teammate software.  

1.13 Cloud-hosted Saas must allow users have the capability to view, alter and 

create multiple workpapers at the same time. 

Yes, HighBond allows users to have the capability to view, alter, and create 

multiple work papers at the same time.  

1.14 Cloud-hosted Saas must have evidence of workpaper completion and review 

by whom and the date completed. 

Yes, HighBond provides the full audit trail. The work paper completion date and 

review by whom the information will be recorded and saved on the platform.  
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1.15 Cloud-hosted SaaS must have controls over workpaper sharing and have the 

capability for different employees to alter same work paper. 

Yes, the user will have full control over work paper sharing and have the capability 

for employees to alter the same work paper.  

1.16 Cloud-hosted SaaS must allow peer review team to view work papers. 

Yes, HighBond allows the peer review team to view the work paper. The system is 

governed via role-based access. Each user is assigned a role at the time of 

provisioning which defines baseline access. Additional access can be granted on an 

ad hoc basis at the discretion of a user with a higher permission level. 

1.17 Cloud-hosted Saas must have the capability to leave reviewer comments notes 

for work paper corrections that can be removed by reviewer. 

Yes, HighBond provides the "to-do" tab to allow the user to leave reviewer 

comments notes for work paper corrections that can be removed by a reviewer.  

1.18 Cloud-hosted Saas must have indicators that work papers have been altered 

and needs reviewed. 

Yes, HighBond provides the indicators that work papers have been altered and 

needs reviewed. The reviewer can also assign the next review directly through the 

platform.  

1.19 Cloud-hosted Saas must have the capability to reference or link support 

documents 

Yes, HighBond allows the user to add a hyperlink to reference and to link support 

documents. The support documents can also be added, edited, and saved directly to 

the platform.  

1.20 Cloud-hosted Saas must automatically generate audit reports to agency owned 

Microsoft Office Suite, Google Workspace, Adobe Acrobat Professional and 

Bluebeam Revu with indicators of each engagement in progress. 

One-click reports (including Final Audit reports) are available throughout the 

platform. In addition to the out-of-the-box one-click reports, custom one-

click reports can be created to meet West Virginia Depart's needs. The report can 

be provided in PDF, Word, Excel, and PowerPoint formats.  

1.21 Cloud-hosted Saas must have the capability to run macros in agency owned 

Microsoft Office Suite software while in the audit Cloud-hosted SaaS system. 

Yes, HighBond provides full integration with Microsoft Office Suite.  
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1.22 Cloud-hosted SaaS must have the capability to lock down work papers and 

have the capability of removing this lock this if necessary. 

Yes, HighBond allows the user to lock down work papers and change them into 

"read-only". The user can also remove the lock if necessary.  

1.23 Cloud-hosted Saas must have the capability to access multiple clients working 

files at the same time. 

HighBond does not allow multiple users to access the same working files at the 

same time. This is designed on purpose to prevent the user to overwrite the changes 

by the other user.  

1.24 Cloud-hosted Saas must have the ability to spell and grammar-check text 

fields. 

Yes, the spell and grammar check are built into the browser.  

1.25 Cloud-hosted Saas must have the capability to store client files on an external 

hard drive. 

Yes, HighBond allows users to store client files on an external hard drive.  

1.26 Cloud-hosted Saas must have the capability to tick mark or reference agency 

owned Acrobat Adobe Professional or Bluebeam PDF software. 

Yes, HighBond allows the user to tick mark or reference agency-owned Acrobat 

Adobe Professional or Bluebeam PDF software.  

1.27 Cloud-hosted Saas must have indicators that work paper has been changed 

after reviewer sign off. 

Yes, the changes after the reviewer's sign-off can be noted and recorded. HighBond 

also allows the user to change the working paper to "read-only" after signing off by 

the preparer to prevent editing by the reviewer.  

1.28 Cloud-hosted Saas must have the capability to run reports to compile data 

information such as number of audits completed, number of audits in 

progress, number of findings issued, audit hours per engagement, audit hours 

per auditor, audit hours per fiscal year for a section and for entire Division. 

Yes, HighBond's storyboard allows the user to compile data information including 

the number of audits completed, number of audits in progress, number of findings 

issued, audit hours per engagement, audit hours per auditor, and audit hours per 

fiscal year for a section and for the entire Division. HighBond's dashboards are 

user-friendly, and we also offer executive reporting through our 

Interactive Storyboards (dashboards) can be used to aggregate all compliance data 

through visualizations, written commentary, and drill-through capabilities to raw 

compliance data. Storyboards are configurable and shareable via email or link to 

various stakeholders. 
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1.29 Cloud-hosted Saas must have a dedicated audit workflow process and pages 

for each audit with configurable sections for planning, fieldwork, reporting, 

etc in a straightforward to navigate user interface. 

Yes, HighBond provided a dedicated audit workflow including planning, 

fieldwork, and reporting.  

1.30 Cloud-hosted Saas must provide the ability for end-users to configure 

reporting dashboards straightforward without the need for vendor support or 

enchantment. 

Our digital interactive storyboards (dashboards) track real-time risk and 

compliance information captured in the system using data visualization, 

accompanied by commentary, with drill-through capabilities to raw data, whereby 

individual records can be further investigated and assigned to appropriate 

personnel for action. Users can also configure custom dashboards or modify 

template dashboards that can be shared via email or a link to stakeholders. 

1.31 Cloud-hosted Saas must provide the ability for WVDOT to update 

configuration of interface key field names, layout and attributes without 

requiring vendor assistance. 

HighBond allows the user to update the configuration of interface key field names, 

layouts, and attributes without requiring vendor assistance.  

1.32 Cloud-hosted Saas must accommodate any file size or file type with very small 

data load latency issues. 

HighBond provides and accommodates an unlimited number of file attachments. 

Each file size limit is 1 GB.  

1.33 Cloud-hosted Saas must integrate with agency-owned Microsoft Power BI 

report and visualization software. 

Yes, HighBond has full integration with Microsoft Power BI report and 

visualization software.  
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2.0 Auditing Cloud-hosted Saas Security Requirements 

2.1 Cloud-hosted Saas Servers must be replicated and load-balanced across data 

centers and regions. 

HighBond utilizes a combination of Route 53, AWS CloudFront, AWS Shield, 

AWS WAF, AWS Guardduty, Application Load balancers, and distributed 

infrastructure within AWS. Amazon CloudFront distributes traffic across multiple 

edge locations and filters requests.  CloudFront also supports geoblocking, which 

you can use to prevent requests from particular geographic locations from being 

served. Data is stored and replicated across state-of-the-art data centers operated by 

Amazon Web Services (AWS). Specifically, data is physically stored in RDS 

databases on AWS EBS storage blocks attached to dedicated Amazon EC2 server 

instances. Our system is provided from the following regions: North America (US), 

North America (Canada), Europe (Germany), Asia Pacific (Singapore), Asia 

Pacific (Australia), South America (Brazil), Africa (South Africa), GovCloud (US 

Federal), and GovCloud (US SLED).   

2.2 Cloud-hosted Saas must take backups at a minimum of every four to eight 

hours and ensure an RPO of four hours. 

Yes, all changes performed in the system are reflected in real-time. Changes to 

documentation are also synced in real time via online editing.  

2.3 Cloud-hosted Saas must save daily encrypted database backups that are also 

stored in encrypted, redundant, and versioned storage. 

Yes, all regional equipment is fully redundant data is replicated or backed up to 

alternate regional locations in case of failure.   

In addition to this real-time redundancy, we back up all customer data, including 

field data and attached documents that are stored in your account within the system.  

A full backup of the entire system database is run hourly, daily, and weekly for a 

one-year period, for the purpose of restoring data integrity due to systemic or 

database failure, but not for the purpose of restoring user-deleted data.  

All data and backups are encrypted at the storage level AND the file level. Backups 

expire and are automatically deleted after a year. HighBond cannot manually delete 

customer data from backups. 

2.4 Cloud-hosted Saas must have built in redundancies at the regional, datacenter, 

hardware, container, and data levels. 

All regional equipment is fully redundant and data is replicated or backed up to 

alternate regional locations in case of failure. In addition to this real-

time redundancy, Diligent backs up all customer data, including field data and 

attached documents that are stored in your account within the system. A full backup 

of the entire system database is run hourly, daily, and weekly for a one-year period, 

for the purpose of restoring data integrity due to systemic or database failure, but 
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not for the purpose of restoring user-deleted data.  Diligent utilizes AWS 

Availability zones which are physically separated data centers within one region. 

All data centers are at least 6 miles away from each other. 

2.5 Cloud-hosted Saas must be able to export all data and files to common formats 

such as CSV. 

Yes, all formats are supported including PDF, XLS, CSV, and DOC. All data 

elements can be extracted from within the HighBond platform. 

2.6 Cloud-hosted Saas must be accessible and have full functionality from web 

browsers (eg: Chrome, Edge Firefox) 

Yes, HighBond supports all web browsers (i.e. Edge Firefox, Chrome & Safari, 

etc.) 

2.7 Cloud-hosted SaaS servers must have 24/7/365 physical security monitoring. 

All product systems are monitored 24/7 for security & availability. In the event of 

any service interruption, alerts are delivered via email, text message, and phone call 

to system admins and management. We actively monitor our solutions for 

availability and performance to a 99.9% + average uptime. Diligent HighBond 

utilizes AWS Availability zones, which are physically separated data centers within 

one region. All data centers are at least 6 miles away from each other. 

2.8 Cloud-hosted Saas must have single sign-on ability and work with State owned 

Active Directory. 

Yes, HighBond provides a single sign-on ability, and an Active directory may be 

used. 

2.9 Cloud-hosted Saas must have an out of the box role-based pennission(s) or 

allow for custom roles to restrict what can be viewed or edited down to field 

level. 

The system is governed via role-based access. Each user is assigned a role at the 

time of provisioning which defines baseline access. Additional access can be 

granted on an ad hoc basis at the discretion of a user with a higher permission level. 

2.10 Cloud-hosted SaaS must have the ability for two-factor authentication. 

Two-factor authentication and multi-factor authentication can be provided to the 

HighBond solution via the customer's identity provider through SSO integration via 

SAML 2.0 

2.11 Cloud-hosted Saas must have data protection and at a minimum have end-to-

end TLS 1.2 encryption or better. 

We provide strong encryption of all data in transit and at rest. Encryption in 

transit is achieved via the industry-standard TLS (Transport Layer Security) 
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protocol supporting only the strongest encryption algorithms, including AES 

(Advanced Encryption Standard) with up to 256-bit key lengths. 

Encryption at rest is achieved by leveraging AWS storage encryption, which also 

relies on the AES encryption algorithm with strong 256-bit keys. 

By using TLS version 1.2, an encrypted communication channel between the end-

user web browser and the HighBond service is established, ensuring the 

confidentiality and integrity of all data transmissions from end to end. 

2.12 Cloud-hosted Saas must have storage encryption and protect all WVDOT 

auditing files, databases and backups with at least AES-256 bit encryption or 

better before being written to permanent disk storage. 

We provide strong encryption of all data in transit and at rest. Encryption in 

transit is achieved via the industry-standard TLS (Transport Layer Security) 

protocol supporting only the strongest encryption algorithms, 

including AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) with up to 256-bit key lengths. 

Encryption at rest is achieved by leveraging AWS storage encryption, which also 

relies on the AES encryption algorithm with strong 256-bit keys. 

2.13 Cloud-hosted Saas must encrypt all wire transmissions and use hashing 

controls for sensitive data (passwords), have data loss capabilities at the 

firewalls and email and utilize TLS for encryption for data in transit and AES 

for encryption of data at rest. 

All regional equipment is fully redundant and data is replicated or backed up to 

alternate regional locations in case of failure. In addition to this real-time 

redundancy, Diligent backs up all customer data, including field data and attached 

documents that are stored in your account within the system. A full backup of the 

entire system database is run hourly, daily, and weekly for a one-year period, for 

the purpose of restoring data integrity due to systemic or database failure, but not 

for the purpose of restoring user-deleted data. Diligent utilizes AWS Availability 

zones which are physically separated data centers within one region. 

All data centers are at least 6 miles away from each other.  

2.14 Cloud-hosted SaaS must use NIST-compliant data sanitization procedures to 

securely delete data requested by WVDOT that has reached the end of use life. 

At Diligent, we build security into our software. Secure coding best practices are 

strictly followed.Diligent bases its ISMS on NIST and ISO27001. 

Common application layer vulnerabilities, including all OWASP Top 10 

vulnerabilities, are explicitly addressed at all stages of the SDLC using industry-

standard counter-measures, such as explicit sanitization of all user input, use of 

parameterized queries, and use of secure libraries. All code changes are controlled 

and approved and must go through strict peer review and Quality Assurance (QA) 

testing prior to production deployment. 
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2.15 Cloud-hosted Saas audit trails must be strictly monitored to ensure 

performance, availability, and security. 

A full audit trail exists for all objects in HighBond to monitor to ensure 

performance, availability, and security.  
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2.16 Cloud-hosted Saas audit trails must have audit logs that track every data 

change made in the system against an authenticated user. 

A full audit trail exists for all objects in HighBond that track every data change 

made in the system against an authenticated user.  

2.17 Cloud-hosted Saas audit trail must have every successful or failed attempt to 

access WVDOT Saas Cloud-hosted instance. This data must be recorded and 

viewable by WVDOT/WVOT. 

All platform activity is captured through event logs and can be reported on, charted, 

and exported. The audit trail provides every successful or failed attempt to access 

the platform. Logs are kept until deleted by the client.  
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3.0 Training & Implementation 

3.1 Vendor must implement, configure, build and setup proposed cloud hosted 

Saas for WVDOT. 

Yes, Diligent will implement, configure, build and set up the proposed cloud-hosted 

Saas for WVDOT.  

3.2 Vendor shall provide the Agency with virtual training within five (5) working 

days of Cloud-hosted Saas implementation. 

Yes, Diligent can provide the Agency with virtual training within five working days 

of Cloud-hosted Saas implementation. We will work together based on the 

WVDOT timeline and provide all support needed.  

3.3 Vendor shall provide on-going training rates for virtual instructor led 

training. 

Yes, Diligent will provide ongoing training for virtual instructor-led training. 

Diligent also provides our training academy and helps docs for additional support. 

Diligent Academy is our online training resource complete with on-demand 

courses, video tutorials, and certification programs designed to help professionals 

leverage the entire HighBond platform and obtain CPE credits. Diligent Academy 

is designed to help increase the skill set of HighBond users to effectively use the 

software. Diligent offers a certification program which is an effective way to 

validate HighBond and Analytics skills. Certified users are able to join a group of 

GRC professionals and a growing network of HighBond power users to exchange 

questions and experiences. Further, HighBond certification programs are free with 

a customer's software subscription. Additionally, core HighBond courses are 

available for traditional classroom delivery from a HighBond expert. Users can 

access our comprehensive Help Docs (help.highbond.com), which provides them 

with self-serve and help-style product information, new release announcements, 

FAQs, and comprehensive quick start and solution guides. Help Docs is supported 

in English, German, Spanish, French, Portuguese, Japanese, and Chinese. Every 

ACL subscription includes access to self-help resources in ‘Community’, a site that 

allows users to participate in self-help forum discussions, log support tickets with 

our Support team, and access various free and premium content resources such as 

tools & templates, a catalog of risks scenarios, an analytics test script library, how-

to tutorials, and online courses with CPE credit to name a few. 

 

3.4 Vendor shall provide on-going training rates for virtual and on-site 

administrator training. 

Diligent provides ongoing training through an online academy and on-site 

administrator training can be provided through customer success partners.  

Online Academy 

Catalog of self-paced online training courses that are NASBA self-study QAS 
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compliant for CPE credits through Diligent Academy. The online Diligent 

Academy features on-demand courses, video tutorials, and certification programs 

designed to help professionals leverage the entire HighBond and Rsam platform 

and obtain NASBA-compliant CPE credits. Diligent Academy is designed to help 

increase the skill set of HighBond users to effectively use the software. Diligent 

offers a certification program which is an effective way to validate platform skills. 

Certified users are able to join growing groups of professionals and an extensive 

network of HighBond power users to exchange questions and experiences. 

Further, HighBond certification programs are free with a customer's software 

subscription.  

Customer success partners and experts with domain knowledge 

Customer success plans that provide "beyond technical support" level service 

through a dedicated Client Partner and Customer Success Manager. Client 

Partners work closely with customers to help them with their IT RM maturity 

roadmap including determining the appropriate implementation phases, 

setting/measuring KPIs for their IT RM program performance, and bringing in the 

right resources to make sure they are successfully evolving their IT RM journey. 

Client Partners are a complementary (i.e. included with the subscription) advisory 

service for customers and are comprised of individuals with extensive consulting 

(e.g. Big 4) and domain (e.g. cybersecurity) expertise. 

Diligent Online Community 

Access to interact and share in the Diligent Community platform with like-

minded professionals in nearly 6,300 organizations globally. Users can connect, 

share, and learn from other governance, risk, and compliance professionals, 

access tools and templates, obtain training and take self-directed learning, and 

view Diligent's comprehensive Help Docs. 
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4.0 Technical Support 

4.1 Vendor shall provide technical support for the Cloud-hosted Saas utilizing a 

primary technical support phone number, ticket portal or primary technical 

support email address. 

Yes, each client is assigned a dedicated account team and there are various levels 

of technical support available. The primary technical support phone number and 

primary technical support email address will be provided.  

4.2 Vendor shall provide a minimum response time of two (2) hours call back for 

support requests during normal business hours of 8:00 a.m. through 5:00 p.m. 

Eastern Standard Time Monday through Friday excluding WV state holidays. 

Diligent support teams operate on 24/5 basis (5 days a week, 24 hours, Sunday 3pm 

to Friday 5pm PST), and 24x7 for online case submission and Diligent Global 

Community.   

CALLS: 99% of all support calls are typically answered in four rings by one of 

over 320 dedicated support team members. 95% of issues are resolved on the first 

call.  

EMAIL / SUPPORT DESK: Average email/support desk response time = <1 

business day. 

Please see our Support details here: 

https://www.wegalvanize.com/docs/legal/galvanize-master-subscription-

agreement.pdf 

 

 



Contract Item 
Number 

Description
Unit of 

Measure
Estimated 
Quantity*

Year One Unit 
Cost

Optional -  Year 
Two Unit Cost

Optional -  Year 
Three Unit Cost

Optional -  Year 
Four Unit Cost

Optional - Year 
Five Unit Cost

Extended Cost

4.1.1, 4.1.2, 
4.1.1.2.

Enterprise SaaS Subscription - Must at a minimum 
include 25 core user licenses, 1500 audits anually, 
100 integration workflows (automation) annually, 
50 integration monitors (automation) anually and 
unlimited stakeholders

EA 1 $69,000.00 $74,520.00 $80,481.60 $86,920.13 $93,873.74 $310,921.73

4.1.1, 4.1.2, 
4.1.1.2.1

Enterprise SaaS Subscription Per Additional Core 
User  (per license)

EA 1 $1,500.00 $1,620.00 $1,749.50 $1,889.57 $204,073.00 $6,759.07

4.1.3.1
Initial Cloud-Hosted SaaS Implementation Fee 

(lump sum)
LS 1 $29,500.00 $29,500.00

 4.1.3.2
Initial Cloud-Hosted SaaS Virtual Instructor Led 

Training (hourly rate)
HR 4 $295.00 $1,180.00

4.1.3.3 Virtual Instructor Led-Training (hourly rate) HR 100 $295.00 $29,500.00

4.1.3.4 Virtual Adminstrator Training (hourly rate) HR 25 $295.00 $7,375.00

4.1.3.4 On-Site System Adminstrator Training (hourly rate) HR 25 $395.00 $9,875.00

4.1.5
Cloud-Hosted SaaS Professional Services Support 

On-Site Rate (hourly rate)
HR 100 $395.00 $39,500.00

4.1.5
Cloud-Hosted SaaS Professional Services Support 

Virtual Rate (hourly rate)
HR 100 $295.00 $29,500.00

$464,110.80

Vendor Signature

* The estimated purchase volume for new licenses represents the approximate volume of anticipated purchases only.  No future use of the Contract or any individual item is guaranteed or 

implied.

**TRAVEL: Vendor shall be responsible for all mileage and travel costs, including travel time, associated with performance of this Contract.  Any anticipated mileage or travel costs may be 

included in the flat fee or hourly rate listed on Vendor’s bid, but such costs will not be paid by the Agency separately. Location: 1900 Kanawha Boulevard E. Building 5, Charleston, WV 25305

***Optional Renewals- Year Two through Year Five may be renewed by Change Order upon mutual agreement between the Vendor and Agency.

Auditing Cloud-Hosted SaaS RFQ (81230041)
LOCATION: BUILDING 5, ROOM A-720, CHARLESTON, WV  25305

EXHIBIT A - PRICING PAGE

TOTAL AMOUNT OF BID →  

Auditing Cloud-Hosted SaaS Subscription / License

Auditing Cloud-Hosted SaaS Services**
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